
 Matter Chemistry 

Wednesday 10-11 

Today we finish Atomic Theory by ending the Electrons Lab.  In the Afternoon we are moving ahead to Naming Compounds Chemistry where we 

learn why it's SODIUM CHLORIDE and not something silly like sodium chlorine, or chlorine sodiumide.   

 

Friday is our CELEBRATION of KNOWLEDGE for MATTER  and for ATOMIC THEORY.   Hopefully you wrote a pen pal letter describing what 

you need to know.  I wrote one here (in case you'd like to read another one).   

Hand in all work by the end of today to make sure your 5-week report is stellar, or at least shows your competency in chemistry. 

 

For Wednesday 10-4 

Today  we will master the topic of isotopes and average atomic mass.  Think about this... 

Not all atoms of an element are identical like Dalton predicted in his Atomic Theory (it was only 1803, there were no books yet).  He should have 

said that all atoms of an element are chemically identical.  They all bond and react the same, but deep down inside the nucleus some atoms had 

different numbers of neutral neutrons.  These slight variations are called isotopes of that atom.  This does not change how these atoms react, but it 

changes their mass by a small amount. 

Chemists are super at measuring, and this confounded them for a while, until they figured out the whole neutron and proton thing.  So, with careful 

measuring of the proportions of these isotopes, and careful measuring of their individual masses, scientists came up with the "weighted average" 

atomic mass.   

Each atom (in high school) still has a neat rounded mass of whole number AMU's.  But since they are found in proportions like 74.5676% of one 

isotope and 25.4324% of another isotope, the math calculations end up with lots of SF.  The "real" atomic masses get  lots of decimals on the 

Periodic Table.  

For nearly all of our work we will round to the nearest whole number, but we need to examine and understand why the decimal masses exist at 

all.  This is NOT hard, but you need to do the math slowly and big enough to watch and see what all the number are really doing to get the correct 

answer.  Lots of paper, simple math. 

 

Tuesday 10-3 

By the end of today you need to grasp and detail ground vs. excited state for electron configurations, and, be able to determine the number of protons, 

neutrons and electrons in any atom using the numbers on the Periodic Table.  You should be able to explain the difference between atomic mass, 

atomic number, and electron configurations.   



Elements and Matter Handout is due by Wednesday (complete), no blanks allowed.  The "39" atoms handout is due by Thursday.  Write neatly, 

think, don't be copying other people's work. 

 

Monday 10-2 

It's October!  We're still in chemistry, all good so far. 

Today we start ATOMIC THEORY, what atoms look like, how they're built, what lots of numbers on her periodic table mean, how we can use them 

to figure out the numbers of protons, neutrons and electrons in any atom.  Soon we'll figure out the decimals for mass even though in our class we 

will round to the nearest whole number for mass.  And we will see about the models of the atom through history, there have been several upgrades to 

our thinking through time.   

The Periodic Table will become your friend.  You might start to memorize the first 40 atoms now.  30 at least, 40 is better.    

 

Friday 9-29 

Happy Birthday Janet my love. 

Over the weekend there is no written homework, but you should always read or reread the BASICS.  You can always reread an older BASICS too, 

for review. 

I would certainly review the last of the slides (notes) for Matter.  There is a good review, just to see if you REALLY know this stuff.   

Monday we will start with atoms becoming ions, and start to learn how to name things like sodium chloride (not sodium chlorine, or chlorine 

sodiumide).  Be ready to work, rest up and come in full of energy.  We have a short week, and a Pep Rally on Thursday.  (yay) 

 

Wednesday 9-27 

It's hot like no one's business.  You should be reminded of K = C + 273 

Matter HW #1 is due on Thursday, and then Matter HW#2 for Friday. 

The Chemical and Physical Changes Lab is big and important.  Pay attention and be safe.  The Matter Comix are not being collected, but the harder 

you work for yourself - the better your grade will end up.  This "silly" project is deep in learning and thinking.  Coming up with your own examples, 

and asking me before you draw, then drawing things correctly will stick deep into your gray matter (that's a good thing). 

Stay on top of reading the BASICS.  It’s passive but important to improving you.  (remember: house, spouse, dog, all directly linked how hard you 

work now!) 



Tuesday 9-26 

I am giving you back your Penny Density Labs today.  Many of you will have a chance to boost your grades by coming in and working with me to 

fix them.  You could just "take" the poor grade, or you can step up and learn to do this right.  I will help you. 

The guy with the red (or purple) pen is not the bad guy, he's your coach in chemistry.  Your success is all that he desires.  I'm not mad, annoyed, or 

anything like that.  But you can't just write silliness and pass it off for science.  You will have to learn how to write a proper lab conclusion, and no 

one I know taught you how yet.  This is the process of improving yourselves.  See you soon. 

Writing the truth is important.  You can't switch words like accurate and precise.  A calculation is not a measurement (or vice versa).  Your words 

have meaning.  When you use the wrong words, or omit units, or do the math incorrectly, it's my obligation to bring this to your attention to fix 

it.  There's no anger, nor should you have any.  Do the math.  Use significant figures properly, use units.  Follow the rules, think, try reading your lab 

report conclusions ALOUD before you hand them in. 

 

Monday 9-25 

This section, Matter Chemistry, is not hard, but there are many vocabulary words and blur together.  Here goes a short list of words you should be 

memorizing:  element, compound, mixture, pure substance, homogeneous, heterogeneous, solid, liquid, gas, aqueous, physical property, chemical 

property, alloy, mass, volume, density, six different phase changes, particle diagrams, Law of Conservation of Matter, HONClBrIF twins, diatomic, 

atomic, molecular, and chocolate chip cookies. 

You should grasp how to separate mixtures (physically) and how to decompose compounds (chemically).  You should know a batch of physical 

properties, and how to count the number of atoms in a compound's chemical formula. 

 

Our first celebration was Friday the 22nd.  Grades up by Friday afternoon on Home Access.  If your grade is lower than expected, be calm.  A few of 

you "forgot" the back page math problem (10 points) and need to fix that.  A few of you did crash in a big way, but I will help you learn and allow a 

sort of make up to boost your grade.  Somehow this will all work out (it always did before).  Hang in there. 

Density - Penny Lab is due Monday. 

 


